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Abstract
The COVID-19 pandemic has triggered the generation of a large amount of information
not just directly about the virus but also about its various societal impacts. This paper
describes the atmosphere that the pandemic has created in the Japanese society and
examines the information spread about infection clusters. Besides misinformation and
disinformation, the paper highlights another problem in information dissemination during
this pandemic. Regardless of the legitimate intention of reporting this type of information,
people reacted by blaming or discriminating against those who were associated with
clusters. The information on infection clusters has brought to the surface the privacy
issues and has brought attention to emerging issues that concern information and
media literacy. Understanding how people interact with information in a particular social
or cultural setting, not just from an objective but also from an emotional perspective,
becomes more important for enhancing people’s information literacy.
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Introduction
The COVID-19 pandemic has affected every sphere of the society across the world. The foremost impact
was the sheer number of people who died or suffered from the symptoms caused by the novel coronavirus.
Medical practitioners who took on the duty of treating a large number of patients have been put into dire
straits. Large scale lockdowns and many restrictions such as the closure of businesses, public institutions
and schools have made a significant impact on the society in Japan and in other countries. People have
been forced to change their lifestyle, and many have struggled with sustaining their livelihood. Amidst this
uncertainty, people have sought a wide variety of information to understand what is going on and figure out
what to do about this situation. People seek information to find answers, reduce uncertainty, or make sense
of situations (Case & Given 2016, pp. 83-87). In this pandemic, people became emotionally engaged with
information. This COVID-19 pandemic may be the first case of a large-scale pandemic in the information
landscape where available information has become enormous (World Health Organization 2020). This is
also the first large-scale pandemic in the information landscape where social media is abundant ( Jaeger &
Taylor 2021, p. 19). This pandemic has generated not just a sheer amount of information but also kinds of
information that were not widely distributed in the past.
Widespread misinformation and disinformation in the current pandemic have highlighted the
importance of health literacy among people. This situation has brought to the surface an increased need
to understand people’s information behavior pertaining to health information (Xie et al. 2020, p. 1421).
Lawal and Bisto (2020, p. 231) identify health information literacy as one of the critical research areas
for information literacy. While health information literacy draws attention prominently, the current
pandemic has brought about a unique information environment that calls for increased attention to overall
information or media literacy. Among a large amount of information disseminated during this pandemic,
one kind of information had become widespread in Japan. Public and media disclosure of infection clusters,
which was intended to alert the public to where clusters of infections were occurring, has caused adverse
effects in Japan. This paper examines the issue that the information on infection clusters has surfaced in
light of information ethics and analyzes it in the context of information literacy.

Information and Emerging Social Atmosphere during the Pandemic
Since the outbreak of COVID-19, various media such as broadcasting, newspapers, and the Internet have
disseminated information about this previously unknown virus, including the nature of the virus, how it
spreads, the severity of symptoms, and possible treatments and prevention. People have also shared this
information. Information overload has become increasingly a significant issue in the information-heavy
society (Savolainen 2007, pp. 611-612). Overabundance of information was already prevalent in the society.
Then, all of sudden, people became inundated with and had to sift through this large amount of information
generated by the pandemic.
The information contained differing messages as the society was uncertain about the new virus and its
societal impact. The uncertain situation triggered the generation of misinformation, which is unintentional
false information. This pandemic has also highlighted the recent issue of disinformation or fake news.
Infodemics has become the word that characterizes the abundance of such information (World Health
Organization 2020). In Japan, people reacted to the information that toilet paper rolls were disappearing
from stores. A shortage of masks caused by the spread of the virus was falsely associated with a possible
shortage of paper. TV broadcast scenes in stores where there were few or no toilet paper rolls. People
inundated stores to purchase toilet rolls, even though media reported that this association was false
and sufficient stock was available in the country. Media coverage of this situation played some role in
accelerating people’s reaction (Fukunaga 2020, p. 18). The country repeated the previous paper buying panic
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during the oil shock in 1973, as people reacted to the rumor, or the actual situation of scarce supply realized
by the rumor.
Toward spring 2020, the concern over the virus continued to increase in Japan. Mass media continued
to report the increasing severity of the epidemic in and outside of Japan with daily counts of the number of
infections and deaths. Media also began reporting infected cases among celebrities. A couple of celebrities
died from the virus, which also added to the fear among people. In April, the national government declared
a state of emergency. It requested the closing of businesses, schools, and public institutions as much as
possible except for essential services. Over the course of the pandemic, the nature of the virus has gradually
unfolded. One characteristic of this virus is that many of the infected people have no or mild symptoms
(World Health Organization n.d.). People who get infected, but have no symptoms, move around and may
possibly spread the virus to others. This has crystalized a message that you should behave as if you were
infected; you should wear a mask, limit socializing and traveling around. This message has inundated the
media, and people were exposed to this message every day.
Media reported on a survey of people from different nationalities by Japanese researchers. It found that
the Japanese were less tolerant with those who got infected with this virus than people in other countries.
The Japanese respondents tended to think that the people who got infected should be held responsible
(‘Shingata korona’ 2020). This suggests that the Japanese may have a greater tendency to blame infected
people, as they think that infected people should be held responsible for being careless by attending
gatherings in events, parties or dining out. Also, people who travel have become a target for blame as they
are considered potentially spreading the virus by traveling.

This tendency seems to come from the presence of strong peer pressure to conform to the societal or
group norms in Japan. In Japan, many people voluntarily started to wear masks and followed newly emerged
rules such as social distancing without strong enforcement. Even though the state of emergency declaration
was not backed by legal power, most people complied. Social conformity is considered strong in Japan.
(Kondo et al. 2010, p. 361). Miller and Kanazawa (2018, chapter 2) discuss that stronger attachment to
groups in the Japanese society has fostered people’s tendency toward conforming behavior. The pandemic
has tightened this societal pressure to conform to social norms. This can arise from people’s fear of getting
isolated from the group they belong to (Isono 2020, pp. 63-64). As a result, people who do not seem to
follow became the target for blame. One newspaper article mentioned this atmosphere with the headline,
‘Japanese stew on feeling forced to social distance, wear a face mask (Kawashima 2020)’. This force may have
been effective in slowing the spread of the virus, but it has stifled people.

A heavy dose of this message by mass media, while considered necessary to contain the spread of the
virus, has created an atmosphere where some people consider those who got infected should be the ones to
blame for not just getting themselves infected but also possibly spreading the virus. For example, children
playing outside became a target for blaming during the time schools were closed (Manabe 2020, pp. 6667). Some ‘pachinko’ parlors, which offer Japanese-style slot machine gambling games, continued to stay
open during the state of emergency in spring 2020. The businesses that stayed open and their customers
became the target of criticism and media attention as being irresponsible. This happened despite no reported
infection clusters associated with pachinko parlor business during this time (‘Why have no COVID-19
clusters’ 2020).
Anxiety and fear in the society have made medical facilities and practitioners a target of defamation
despite the fact that they are the frontline people who fight against this pandemic by treating people and
saving people’s life. Shimizu and Lin (2020) described this situation as follows:
Healthcare facilities and HCWs [healthcare workers] were seen as epicenters, which triggered
widespread irrational prejudice and discrimination against HCWs. They were denied use of public
buses, taxis, and even urged to vacate rental housing (p. 1).
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As this situation grew, the Japan Newspaper Publishers & Editors Association and the Japan Commercial
Broadcasters Association jointly put forth a statement that any harmful act, such as defamation and
discrimination, should not be tolerated and mass media should work toward avoiding prompting such acts
(Nihon Shinbun Kyōkai & Nihon Minkan Hōsō Renmei 2020).

Information on Infection Clusters
During the pandemic, the word ‘cluster’ emerged as a keyword in Japan. A cluster is a location where a
group of infected people were identified. The Japanese government took the strategy to follow up clusters
to curtail the spread of the virus (‘Govt looks for clusters to stop virus’ 2020; Amengual & Atsumi 2021).
The media began broadcasting a number of news stories about newly found clusters. Reacting to the
information about clusters, some people discriminated against those people involved in clusters and began
blaming people associated with clusters. They made phone calls, wrote defaming messages on paper and
posted on buildings, or sent defaming messages on social media. Some people even attempted to track down
the identity of the people associated with a cluster. A newspaper article was headlined, 'COVID-19 reports
sparking boorish behavior in communities’ (‘COVID-19 reports’ 2020). Another newspaper article reported
an early case of an infection cluster at a university and people’s subsequent reaction (‘univ. with infected
students flooded with threats, slander’ 2020).

Blaming and discrimination went beyond those who actually got infected within a cluster. Other
members of businesses or institutions were impacted. In government and media reporting, the information
about the infected individuals is kept anonymous, with some limited information such as age categories. On
the other hand, information about the institutions or businesses where clusters have occurred is protected
less, since it is not about individuals’ privacy. For example, an infection cluster was found in a university
athletics team. After this was reported by media, some students at this university were prevented from
working in part-time jobs or denied teaching internships at public schools. A newspaper editorial article
about this incident was titled, ‘people infected with coronavirus should not be subject to defamation’ (‘People
infected’ 2020). Some people demanded an apology from the university. A newspaper article reported that
the mayor of the city where this university was located responded that the university should not be forced to
make an apology (‘University need not apologize’ 2020).
The students who were denied work and school teaching internships just happened to be the students
at the same university and were not associated directly with the athletics club where the cluster of
infections occurred. Further, the cluster infection happened during summer university recess. Regardless
of no substantial risk that they might be infected, they received unfair treatment just because they were
the students at the university. This is not fake news nor unsubstantiated rumors. It is factual, accurate
information about where infections were occurring. This may be legitimate information to be reported for
public health purposes. However, in a situation like this, it also functioned as hurting some people, not just
giving psychological distress but actually causing tangible harm such as the denial of a teaching internship.

There has been so much information available during this pandemic. Among this large amount of
information, people can see the information about where and how many people get infected in much
more detail than before and people can act on such information. Other kinds of information can also
have this function of causing people to blame others. News about public figures’ misconduct can cause
peoples’ blaming reactions. People involved in criminal or socially undesirable conduct can become a target
of such attacks when the news about such conduct comes out. In this case, the information on infection
clusters during this pandemic made any ordinary individuals or groups a potential target of harassment,
discrimination or attacks. They did not do anything wrong, just became infected or happened to be
associated with clusters. Provision of information, in the ideal sense, should be for the good of society.
During the pandemic, providing accurate information is important. However, this accurate information can
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cause people harm. The information on infection clusters has highlighted the societal harm by the provision
of accurate information, not just misinformation and disinformation. This effect has put even more strain on
the society during the pandemic.

Cluster Information and Information Ethics
This pandemic has brought to the surface the issue of protecting individual privacy on several fronts. One
aspect of the privacy issue was what individual data to collect when implementing a contact tracing system
that attempts to capture people’s whereabouts to follow-up infection spread. Fahey and Hino (2020, pp.
2-4) reviewed different approaches to treating individual privacy in developing tracing systems, from one
end of approaches forcing collection of privacy information and the other putting more privacy protection
on collecting individuals’ data. This is one area where balancing public health needs to contain the epidemic
and individual privacy has come to be an issue (Subbian et al. 2021, p. 186).

In reporting infection clusters, information about cluster locations, not the information about individuals,
is disclosed. In such a case as a live concert cluster, the concert organizer and people who attended the event
were susceptible to receiving blame from the public. This blaming may not be limited to a particular location
identified as a cluster. For example, the night entertainment business in one district in Tokyo received
media attention as infections were concentrated in the district. In this case, all the businesses in this area,
not just particular venues, received criticism (Osaki 2020). Sometimes, clusters are temporal such as people
gathered at a live concert, but they can be permanent groups or organizations. For example, the information
on a hospital cluster carried the name of the hospital. It triggered public blaming on whoever belonged to
that hospital (Denyer & Kashiwagi 2020). In another case, such as the aforementioned university athletics
club cluster, the information about the cluster included the name of the university. People’s reaction to the
information on clusters extended to other members of the same group outside of the members involved in
the cluster.
This situation invokes a concept that a group, not just individuals, can have privacy (Floridi 2017, pp.
97-99). Taylor, Floridi, and Van der Sloot (2017) discuss the importance of group privacy in the current
networked environment where a large amount of data is available, shared, and used for various purposes. In
the case of infection clusters, the privacy of groups is exposed when the information on a group is disclosed
by media or public authorities. As a result, individual members of a group can become victims of blaming
or discrimination. Besides the tangible harm done to some people, such as the students denied teaching
internships, all members of the group might have suffered psychologically. Thus, the group as a whole could
suffer, as a consequence of the information disclosure.

Japan’s Ministry of Health and Labor put together the guidelines regarding information disclosure
when an infectious disease classified as being in Class 1 occurs (Kōsei Rōdōshō Kenkōkyoku Kekkaku
Kansenshōka, 2020) An official contact by the Ministry sent to regional health authorities stated that the
information disclosure of coronavirus patients should consider the guidelines. According to this official
contact, location information should be disclosed under the conditions set forth by the above guidelines, and
it does not require consents of those who were involved. This document also underlines the need to protect
personal information (Kōsei Rōdōshō Shingata Korona Uirusu Kansenshō Taisaku Suishin Honbu 2020).
However, this document is not clear about the effects of disclosure of location information.
Decision on disclosing the information on clusters has been left to local governments. For example,
Shizuoka City announced their own guidelines about when to disclose cluster information (‘Dōi nakutemo’
2020). This newspaper article reported that more than 100 citizen requests were made to the city for
disclosing cluster information in the past. Okinawa prefecture government had not disclosed past infection
clusters, and a newspaper article reported it as an issue (‘Okinawa’ 2021). According to this article, the
prefecture government had not yet established guidelines for disclosing cluster information but said that
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the government had considered factors such as the types of groups, expected effects on curtailing the virus
spread by information disclosure, and impact on privacy. Local governments recognize the negative effects
by disclosing cluster information and at the same time are faced with public demand for information
disclosure.

Xie et al. (2020) raise the need to protect privacy of people such as patients while information disclosure
is important in the pandemic situation. They also discuss that information science should work ‘against
negative stereotypes and hostile behaviors toward innocent people who may not even have anything to do
with the spread of the virus’ (p. 1422). In this, they quoted hostility towards Chinese immigrants. The issues
in information on infection clusters highlight the juxtaposition of these two issues; privacy versus public
heath necessity of information disclosure and negative impacts suffered to people.

Information Literacy Implications
In the current digital age, various versions of literacies about information and media are advocated (Polizzi
2020, p. 2). These literacies have been considered increasingly important for people in current society
where information, media, and technology tools are abundant (Koltay 2011, pp. 211-212). The library
and information science profession has long advocated for information literacy, as a literacy that people
should be equipped with. The American Library Association (n.d.) defines it as an individual’s abilities to
‘recognize when information is needed and have the ability to locate, evaluate, and use effectively the needed
information’. Media education has also long advocated for media literacy. Media literacy is concerned with
‘the ability to think, process, evaluate, understand, and produce the media in all forms’ (De Abreu 2016, p.
9).
These information and media related literacies have been evolving as the information environment has
become more complex. Reflecting this, a more recent definition of information literacy has been established
as ‘the set of integrated abilities encompassing the reflective discovery of information, the understanding
of how information is produced and valued, and the use of information in creating new knowledge and
participating ethically in communities of learning’ (Association of College and Research Libraries 2015,
p. 8). As different media have become more interrelated as digital information, the different literacies
have also become interrelated. For example, Leaning (2017, pp. 3-4, 124-127) calls for more integration
of information literacy and media literacy in education. He argues that critical evaluation of information
should have more emphasis in information literacy (Leaning 2017, pp. 45-47). UNESCO’s notion of
media and information literacy recognizes this increasing interplay of these literacies in the current digital
environment (UNESCO Institute for Information and Technologies in Education n.d.).
Evaluating information content or media messages calls for critical thinking (Cook 2018, chapter 4).
In doing so, people’s ability to understand the context within which information content is produced
and received is increasingly considered important. In the past, when media and information producers
were limited to authoritative mass media such as TV and publishing, evaluating information contents for
credibility and accuracy was relatively straightforward, although of course information from traditional
media is not always trustworthy. However, current society is inundated with a large amount of information
produced on the Internet, not just by traditional media, but also by many different players including
individuals. This has created an increased need for these literacy skills, especially in terms of evaluating
information content critically. Recent problems of fake news have increased the focus on this issue.

Some advocate for situating information literacy into people’s daily lives, such as leisure activities, beyond
education and work-related settings where information literacy has been primarily concerned (Lawal &
Bisto 2020, p. 237). When information literacy is situated in daily life, ‘emphasis is given to information
literacy for preparing life-long learning and informed citizens who can contribute toward a strong
community and the overall well-being of the society’ (Martzoukou & Sayaad Abdi 2017, p. 21). Information
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on infection clusters and other issues such as fake news posed by this pandemic highlight the need for
enhancing information and media literacy among people in their daily life. People use information for
mundane daily activities but also for coping with critical situations such as illness and disasters. A pandemic
can be one of these critical situations.
While critical thinking is important, this pandemic is posing difficulties in seeing information content
critically. Widespread fear and uncertainty may blur their ability to examine information critically. History
shows that people became susceptible to rumors and fake news when a large-scale societal disruption
occurs. This pandemic has resulted in situations where people may react based on uncertain or misleading
information, just like the aforementioned toilet paper incident in Japan. This has posed issues of how
to encourage or sustain people’s critical mindset toward information amidst the extraordinary situation
caused by the pandemic. Unlike discerning fake news, the information about infection clusters is in itself
accurate and legitimate information, when this type of information is evaluated in terms of the concepts of
information and media literacy. The issue in this case is not about the information content but how people
react to it. People’s reaction to the information has caused harm. People’s emotions play an important role
in their behavior and understanding regarding information (Fourie & Julien 2014). Examining information
content objectively in isolation of individuals and contexts may not sufficiently cover this aspect. Julien
(2019, p. 27) points out the difficulty in making people see the context surrounding information, which
challenges critical evaluation of information.

One recent movement emphasizes the importance of information literacy for civic engagement, since
effective political participation requires accessibility to and appropriate use of information among people.
Critical thinking once again plays a major role when people evaluate political information. Lenker (2016,
p. 514) states that people are not always rational when consuming information as posited by Dervin (1994),
suggesting that people may not view political information rationally. Baer (2020) discusses the need for
critical information literacy that employs the concept of ‘intellectual empathy’. It calls for empathetic
aspects in critical thinking, not just objective aspects. The need for an empathetic attitude is emphasized
when interacting with political information, where the viewpoint may not be in agreement with one’s own
(pp. 54-58). Although Lenker’s and Baer’s discussions focus on how people process political information,
this introduces the importance of paying attention to emotional aspects when people receive information.
Information on infection clusters is posing a similar issue of how people react to information emotionally. It
poses a challenge for information literacy education with regard to how it can help people see the context in
which certain information is disseminated. Seeing the context helps increasing the ability to reflect on their
reactions with an empathetic mindset toward other people that are involved in this information.

With regard to ethical aspects in information literacy, Bawden and Robinson (2020) examine the
possible incorporation of the concept of privacy as proposed by Floridi into information literacy. In
reviewing existing information literacy frameworks, they indicate that more recent frameworks increasingly
deal with ethical aspects of information literacy. Among these recent frameworks, a framework known as
metaliteracy deals with privacy issues prominently. In metaliteracy, privacy is listed as one of the elements
that people should be aware of when interacting with information. These literacy frameworks may not yet
treat privacy of groups but there is a potential for incorporation (Bawden & Robinson 2020, pp. 10391040). Metaliteracy not only covers traditional information literacy aspects such as evaluating information
but also deals with other aspects of literacy required for sharing information in online environments
(Mackay & Jacobson 2014, p. 1). This is especially important in the current environment where more
and more information about people becomes available, and people can more easily produce and spread
information that might affect privacy. When they share or react to information, such as the information on
infection clusters, helping them consider possible consequences to others has become an important aspect of
information literacy.
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Okan et al. (2020, p. 11) raise a concern about adverse consequences if people do not have high trust in
health information, especially during the current pandemic when information is abundant and may contain
misinformation and disinformation. While increasing people’s health literacy is important, information
providers such as governments, health authorities, and media have to send trustworthy, effective messages
to the public (Okan et al. 2020, p. 13). Information literacy education including health literacy is longterm effort and may not be able to address immediate information issues. Information producers’ effort
at effective information dissemination should consider the current situation where there is information
overload and fear and anxiety are prevalent. Wahl-Jorgensen (2020, p.2), in the preface to the Japanese
translation of her book, states that media coverage about the COVID-19 pandemic has reflected emotions
caused by the pandemic. The sensational tone was especially evident in the early stage of the pandemic, as
she noted in the article published in February 2000 (Wahl-Jorgensen 2020a). This poses an information
literacy challenge, when people attempt to make sense of such information in this extraordinary situation.
Besides critical, objective evaluation of information, awareness of emotions in both information content
and people themselves should draw more attention in an attempt to understand what information is
disseminated and how people interact with information.
Despite this issue, mass media and public media campaigns have a significant role as a more immediate
means of remedying this situation characterized by the information on infection clusters. Public campaigns
have started at both national and local levels against this phenomenon of defaming people associated
with the virus. As the Ministry of Justice in Japan states, it is against human rights (Hōmushō n.d.). One
incident in Japan characterized people’s attitudes towards the infection spread that called for a public
intervention. Iwate Prefecture had no case of infection for the longest time since the beginning of the virus
outbreak in Japan. The governor of Iwate Prefecture had to make announcements that the first new patient
in the prefecture should not be blamed, even before the first case was finally reported (‘Iwate, with no virus
cases’ 2020). In this relatively less populous region, a strong pressure not to have the first case had formed
among people. Residents became overly protective against any activity or people’s movement that might
bring the virus into the region, which necessitated the governor’s statement.

This pandemic has resurfaced the importance of designing effective public communication campaigns.
However, public media campaigns are not always effective in getting the message across to people. This
has been a long-acknowledged issue (Dervin & Frenette 2003, p. 234). Especially in this pandemic
situation, protecting oneself takes priority and a fear of catching the virus is widely spread among people,
so that people may not readily accept the message by public media campaigns against defaming those
who are infected or are potentially close to the virus. Formal information channels are not always effective
for fulfilling people’s information needs such as to how deal with life situations, and informal, personal
information is considered valuable to them (Martzoukou & Sayyad Abdi 2017, pp. 33-34). This turns
attention to how informal information sources can be treated in understanding and enhancing people’s
information literacy. Affective aspects of informal information can play an important role in bringing about
restrained reaction to information among people during a situation like this pandemic.
Regarding the information on infection clusters, people have also shown support and compassion
towards others such as those who were involved in infections. For example, the Shizuoka Shinbun
newspaper reported discriminatory treatments made to workers and their family members when their
company was reported as a cluster (‘Shizuoka’ 2020). According to the article, while they were not allowed
to visit local clinics and their children were not permitted to go to school, the company received supportive
messages from some people. Local communities also showed support. When a Starbucks café temporarily
closed due to an infection case, some customers wrote supporting messages on the closure announcement
placed on the entrance door (‘Sutaba’ 2020).
Despite some people showing negative reactions on social media, it is also a place where people post
supporting messages to those who became infected. Encouraging broader dissemination of these positive,
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supportive messages may counteract the negative reactions some people post. Research and practices in
information literacy have a potential for enhancing this situation. Local communities and social media can
be a place to facilitate either blaming people or supporting people during a situation like this pandemic.
What information is disseminated and how in both local communities and the Internet become important
in moving society in the right direction to steer through this pandemic. Information literacy can play a role
as it is also increasingly concerned with people creating and sharing information for the good of themselves
and for the society.
Miller and Kanazawa (2018, chapter 9) posit that the social structure in Japan that induces people to
conform to group norms have fostered people’s low trust of other people, since the affiliation with groups
gives protection and reduces the necessity to trust others. This can provide a possible explanation about the
way people behaved when seeing information about other people getting infected. Hoechsmann & Poyntz
(2012, p. 140), in discussing emerging literacies, state that any literacies from past to present are bound
by societal situations or relationships and the way people make meaning differs by societal settings. Thus,
information literacy education should recognize the influence of social and cultural situations (MontielOverall 2007, p. 53). The issue that this paper has considered shows the importance of seeing societal or
cultural contexts in people’s interaction with information.

Conclusion
The current COVID-19 pandemic has generated a large amount of information not just about the spread
of the virus but about other various impacts it has made on the society. In Japan, one segment of this
huge array of information was the reporting on cluster infections. Wide dissemination of this information
through media has added to the problem that people who became infected or were associated with clusters
became the target of blaming and discrimination by other people. This situation has highlighted the
unique instance that correct and legitimate information can have a function of harming a large number of
ordinary people. During previous large-scale pandemics in history, this type of information was not widely
disseminated. However, the current information environment produces a far greater amount of information.
This environment also provides many people with opportunities to spread information and post their
reactions on the Internet.
The incidents caused by the information on infection clusters have brought to the surface the issues
of privacy and people’s reaction to such information, which can be influenced by societal conditions. As
information literacy, which is now more interrelated with other literacies such as media literacy, has become
situated with people’s daily lives interacting with information, critical understanding of information among
people has become more important. Anxiety and fear during the pandemic have produced a unique context
in which people deal with such information. The dissemination of information on infection clusters sheds
light on the privacy aspect of information literacy and the need to examine emotional aspects of people’s
interaction with information, as shown in recent information literacy movements.
Further, this pandemic has reinforced the need to devise effective and appropriate dissemination
of information in order to minimize adverse societal effects amidst of fear and anxiety among people.
Understanding how people may react to information and conveying messages through putting them
in appropriate context, which is also influenced by cultural and societal settings, become increasingly
important. As more people participate in disseminating information in current society, the importance
of information literacy for producing and sharing information becomes increasingly evident. Not only
disseminating accurate information, but helping people understand information and communicate about
it appropriately becomes crucial in order to live through a situation like this pandemic in a less devastating
manner.
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